
Course Spanish 3 

Duration 80 hours 

Individual Investment per course $51,400.00 plus VAT 

Group Investment per course $18,500.00 plus VAT  

 
 

Spanish 3 
 
Unit 1 
The Mexicans. Uses of the period (.).  Gifts. Mexican celebrations. The astrology. The routine. 
Expressing the sequence of actions. The written stress of words. 
 
 
Unit 2 
The media, their consequences and origins.  The written stress of words. Uses of the comma (,) and 
the semicolon (;). How long? /Since when?/How often?/How much longer?  
 
 
Unit 3 
Inventions and discoveries. Discussing in order to reach an agreement and drawing conclusions. 
Narrating past or completed events. Researching and summarizing information. Asking for and giving 
information about previous knowledge. Interesting facts about things. Definition of words. Expressing 
opinions. Biographies of important people. Historical accounts. 
 
 
Unit 4 
The woman in the past and nowadays. Ancient beliefs. The teeth. Traditions, households and urban 
characters. Prehispanic cultures, leyends and government types. The origin of Mexico City. The 
history of the cities. Mankind and its environment. The indigenous past of the Mexican Spanish. 
 
 
Unit 5 
Languages. The presence of English worldwide. Origin and meaning of words. Describing imaginary 
situations. The language of the hearing impaired, the flowers and gestures. Assuming, summarizing 
and giving arguments. The Olympic games. Cardinal and ordinal numbers from 1 to 100. Weight and 
measurement units. 
 
Unit 6 
Aspects of the city: noises, foutains, neighborhoods and characters. The architecture. Asking for 
explanations. Biographies. Giving a presentation. 
 

 
Scope 
A2 CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference) 

• Can understand frequently used phrases and expressions related to areas of 
experience that are especially relevant (basic information about themselves, their 
family, shopping, places of interest, occupations, etc.) 

• Can communicate while doing simple daily tasks that just require simple and direct 
interchange of information about matters that are familiar 

• Can describe in simple terms aspects of their past and environment, as well as 
matters related to their immediate needs 

Notes: 
- Minimum 4 maximum 8 students per group 
- You are allowed to reschedule 2 classes per month 
- Duration: 20 weeks, two 2-hour classes per week 
- Method of payment: 5 payments 
- 10% discount for payment in advance 
- 10% discount for commercial agreements 

 


